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A Tradition of Quality

Miele has been a family-owned and family-run company since its 
inception in 1899. Managed today by the fourth generation, the 
company has been a pioneer in the field of premium home 
appliances ever since a butter churn inspired the design of its first 
ever washing machine in 1901. The butter churn has become Miele’s 
icon, the epitome of the company’s ongoing effort to make home 
living better.

Today, our research and development teams continue to pioneer the 
way in technological advancements to develop firsts in durability and 
design.

Our testing procedures are stringent, ensuring every individual part 
is inspected. Nothing but the highest quality appliance reaches the 
homes of our customers.

Miele’s dedication to quality has won the hearts of consumers all 
over the world. We have grown over the years, and today Miele has 
a workforce of 16,000 employees around the globe.

Miele will continue to win the trust of consumers, seeking ways to 
improve your life. It will always be 'Forever Better'.

Selected for more than ten years, Europe top 5 most trusted brands:
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Welcome to Miele

IMMER BESSER (forever better) – our pledge 
When our two great grandfathers were in the process of founding 
the Miele company, they had to make sure they stood apart from the 
competition in order to be successful. There are effectively only two 
ways of doing this: either by being cheaper than the rest or by being 
better than the rest. It is not really possible to be both at the same 
time. 

They decided to be “better“ than the rest.

Numerous best in class awards and certificates attest to the fact 
that Miele has continued to renew its commitment to being “immer 
besser“ throughout the past 118 years. However, the millions of 
satisfied customers around the world are perhaps the most 
important endorsement.

At the heart of this success lies a continuity of values and goals 
which are typically only found in companies which have been family-
run for generations, rather than in businesses which are guided by 
the often short-term interests of the stock market. 

It is in this sense that Miele has embodied first-class product quality 
and German engineering since 1899. Miele also stands in equal 
measure for respect, fairness and mutual esteem towards sales 
partners, customers, suppliers, employees and neighbors. Buying a 
Miele is an environmentally friendly decision. We ensure this by using 
methods of production that save resources as well by producing 
products which set new standards in terms of their consumption of 
electricity, water and detergent – and save you money at the same 
time.*

As directors and co-proprietors of the fourth generation of our 
business we promise you that this will not change. 

Dr. Markus Miele       Dr. Reinhard Zinkann

*  Please visit www.miele-sustainability.com for more information on our efforts and guiding 
principles.
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IMMER BESSER
Our Brand Promise

The Miele Brand 
In many countries, Miele is the most desired 
brand in its field. In its German home 
market, Miele was even voted 'best brand 
ever' in 2013 across all product branches. 
And the ownership of products from such a 
brand reveals much about its users: Miele 
customers have high expectations for the 
performance, convenience, design and the 
environmental friendliness of their domestic 
appliances. People who buy Miele are 
quality conscious and have style!

Many Good Reasons For Choosing Miele
Here are just six of them.
Since the company was founded in 1899, 
Miele has remained true to its 'Immer 
Besser' brand promise. This means that we 
will do all that we can to be forever better 
than our competitors and forever better 
than we already are. For our customers this 
means the peace of mind of knowing that 
choosing Miele is a good decision – and 
probably the decision of a lifetime!
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Miele Service 
Miele customers enjoy complete peace of mind: thanks to our fast and efficient after-sales 
service operation. All designed to ensure you get the most out of your products... from day 
one!

Miele Design
Miele believes in clean lines and timeless elegance. Nowhere else will you find such a 
comparable range of built-in kitchen appliances, with consistency in design lines and color 
options, to suit the most diverse of interior designs and kitchen furniture fronts. Great care is 
taken to coordinate appliance design across the range. Whatever the style of your kitchen: 
Miele is the perfect match.

Miele Convenience
Whether a conventional rotary dial, discreet sensor controls or a high-resolution touch 
display like the one on your smartphone: operating a Miele is both easy and fun. Add to this a 
multitude of convenient and reliable automatic programs and a great love of detail - success 
is guaranteed. Make life easier for yourself with Miele! 

Miele Technology
Miele stands for excellent results combined with the lowest possible energy consumption. 
This goes for the hygienic and gentle care of your laundry, your flooring and your dishware as 
well as when conjuring up exquisite culinary delights. The key to this is a wealth of innovative 
features available only from Miele. This is borne out by numerous first places in leading 
product tests conducted around the world.

Miele Quality 
For more than 100 years it has been a proven adage that you can trust Miele and rely on our 
appliances. We are the only manufacturer in our branch of industry to test products such as 
our washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers and ovens to the equivalent of 20 years 
of use. Once a Miele, always a Miele: Miele customers around the world remain loyal to Miele 
and recommend Miele to others. Looking to the future, we promise not to entertain any 
compromises when it comes to quality and durability!



RICHGATE, Shanghai, ChinaBURJ KHALIFA, Dubai, VAE
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ONE 57, New York, New York
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References Luxury Brand

“How do we live today, and how will we live in the future?” This is a 
question that has been tackled intensively for a number of years 
now. Current residential construction projects also offer intriguing 
responses to the question: “How can we design a high-quality living 
space?” Alongside increasingly differentiated layouts, entirely new 
types of residential property have emerged. A higher standard of 
service, such as that provided by an intelligent combination of 
functions, has also become ever more common.
 
Three projects that answer these questions in their own way are the 
Burj Khalifa in Dubai, the Richgate in Shanghai, and ONE 57 in New 
York City. A comparison of the projects offers entirely different 
architectural conceptions and occupant structures, yet there are 
also a number of parallels, with the individual solutions for high-
quality living featuring first-class fittings and of course, Miele 
appliances. Several other famous real estate projects such as Eden 
Island (Seychelles), The Landings (St. Lucia) or Essensa (Manila, 
Philippines) also underline the wide variety of projects in which Miele 
appliances are already a perfect match to the sophisticated interior 
and outer design of these buildings.  

Further information on these developments is available on our 
website (www.miele.com).
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Innovative convenience: specific ventilation 
hoods react automatically to all settings on 
all Miele induction cooktops.

Con@ctivity 2.0



Wall ventilation hood DA 6690 W PURISTIC EDITION 6000
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Con@ctivity 2.0
Miele's Con@ctivity 2.0 feature allows you to 
concentrate fully on cooking, leaving the 
rest up to its wireless technology. 
Con@ctivity 2.0 gathers information from 
the induction cooktop and transmits it to the 
ventilation hood, ensuring the hood 
operates at the optimum power setting 
based on your cooking environment. To 
avoid unnecessary energy consumption, 
once the cooktop is turned off the 
ventilation hood will run for up to 15 
minutes, depending on what is being 
cooked. 
 
Con@ctivity 2.0 can control the following 
functions for you:
• Switching on the hood and its lighting 

when the cooktop is operating
• Automatic power level adjustment – to suit 

your cooktop setting
• Automatic delayed shutdown times (in 

stages of 5 or 15 minutes)
• Automatic switch-off of the hood and 

cooktop lighting
If needed, you may override automatic 
operation or use your ventilation hood 
manually at any time during cooking. 
 
Required Components
In order for Con@ctivity 2.0 to function, a 
network-capable Miele ventilation hood and 
Miele induction cooktop with Con@ctivity 
2.0 must be installed together. A suitable 
wireless stick for the induction cooktop is 
supplied with network-capable ventilation 
hoods.
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Wall ventilation hood DA 6796 W SHAPE
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Island ventilation hood DA 6596 D
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Built-in ventilation hood DA 3690
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How to turn your cooking area into an 
eye-catcher: wall ventilation hoods can be 
fitted in between two wall units or on their 
own to make a bold statement. Miele decor 
hoods fascinate with their clean, prominent 
lines and perfect craftsmanship. Make a 
clear statement with a puristic design in 
stainless steel or a combination of stainless 
steel and glass, a straight decor or with a 
bowed glass canopy – wall hoods from 
Miele are a highlight in every kitchen in 
terms of functionality and design.

Wall ventilation hoods
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Stainless Steel / Clean Touch Steel™

Obsidian Black

Brilliant White

Truffle Brown

The DA 6690 W wall ventilation hood 
is available in the following colors to match 
our built-in appliances:



Wall ventilation hood DA 6690 W
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Wall ventilation hood DA 6996 W PEARL
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Wall ventilation hood DA 6796 W SHAPE
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Control panel and LED lighting 
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Wall ventilation hood DA 6296 W LUMEN
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Backlit stainless steel controls
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Wall ventilation hood DA 5321 D
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Wall ventilation hood DA 399-7 CLASSIC
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Are you planning to install an island 
ventilation hood? Miele’s island hoods are 
an eyecatching focal point in your kitchen. 
Design your creative cooking zone with 
clean lines and compelling features. Miele 
offers high-quality designs for even the 
most discerning customers.

Island ventilation hoods



Island ventilation hood DA 7000 AURA
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Island ventilation hood DA 7000 D AURA 
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Island ventilation hood DA 6596 D PURISTIC CANTO
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Island ventilation hood DA 6690 D PURISTIC EDITION 6000
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Stainless steel / Clean Touch Steel™

Obsidian Black

Brilliant White

Truffle Brown

The DA 6690 D wall ventilation hood is 
available in the following colors to match our 
built-in appliances:



Touch on Glass Control panel DA 6690 D PURISTIC EDITION 6000
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Island ventilation hood DA 6296 D LUMEN
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Island ventilation hood with RAL color option
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Island ventilation hood DA 424 V-6
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Building Miele downdraft ventilation hoods 
into countertops frees up space in the 
kitchen. Room heights or other obstructions 
are no longer a concern. At the touch of a 
button, the downdraft ventilation hood is 
raised and activated to extract cooking 
vapors and odors. When the hood is no 
longer in use, it simply disappears into the 
countertop. In terms of form and function, 
this appliance is a highlight amongst 
ventilation hoods and can be built into any 
kitchen design.

Downdraft ventilation hoods



Proud installation downdraft ventilation hood DA 6881 LEVANTAR
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Flush installation downdraft ventilation hood DA 6891 LEVANTAR
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Proud installation downdraft ventilation hood DA 6891 LEVANTAR
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Touch on Glass control panel
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A highlight for minimalists: built-in ventilation 
hoods are invisible once installed. All that is 
visible is a narrow stainless steel strip 
beneath the upper cabinetry – the perfect fit 
for a purist’s kitchen. The powerful flat, 
pull-out deflector plate extracts kitchen 
vapors effectively from the kitchen. And 
there is still space in the wall unit for a spice 
rack.

Built-in ventilation hoods



Motorized built-in ventilation hood DA 3690
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Built-in ventilation hood DA 3466
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LED ClearView lighting
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DA 3690 – Remote control
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Insert DA 2510
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Built-in ventilation hood DA 2690 stainless steel
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Extra slim insert DA 2690 Brilliant White
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LED ClearView lighting and control panel
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Built-under ventilation hood DA 1260
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Built-under ventilation hood DA 1280
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Offering the best solution for your kitchen in 
terms of style and function, Miele's range 
wall and insert hoods ensure consistent, 
professional results featuring perfect 
workmanship. It is recommended to install a 
range hood with baffle filtration in 
combination with your range or rangetop, 
considering the high BTU output from your 
cooking surface.

Range hoods
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Range wall hood DAR 1250
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Range insert hood DAR 1130
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Range insert hood DAR 1130
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Range wall hood DAR 1230
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More than just hot air!
Our answers to your questions

How powerful does a ventilation hood have to be?
For a ventilation hood to work efficiently, the optimum air throughput 
for the room conditions should be established prior to purchase. 
Sufficient room air displacement has a positive effect on the room 
climate. 

Ducting can reduce output. This should be taken into consideration 
when choosing the air replenishment rate.

Recommended:
• As few bends as possible
• Short vent ducting
• Suitable exhaust duct

What are your cooking habits? 
Do you cook with only a few pans or do you like to conjure up lavish 
meals for which many pots and pans are required? However 
consuming your love of cooking may be, Miele cooktops offer you 
sufficient space and a suitable ventilation hood for every cooking 
situation. The rising vapor is filtered and air quality remains good. 

Which ventilation hood is most suited for your cooktop?
Installing a ventilation hood directly above the cooktop allows for 
perfect vapor and steam extraction before it blends with room air. 
Depending on the type of cooktop and ventilation hood, the ideal 
installation distance between them should be observed. 
Fundamentally, to ensure that rising vapor is captured, the hood 
should be wider than the cooktop below it. Depending on the type 
of cooktop (electric, induction, wok, grill, etc.) it is important to take 
the type and technical design of the hood into consideration to 
achieve excellent vapor and steam removal. Miele offers numerous 
ventilation hood options which meet the requirements needed.

Which system is best: vented or recirculating?
This depends on a variety of factors.

Vented mode: highly efficient
Miele exhaust filters are characterized by high efficiency. The 10-ply 
grease filters capture grease particles excellently and remove odors 
effectively. The vented hood is, to a large extent, maintenance free. 
This ensures a good room climate.

Recirculation mode: simple to install, energy-efficient and saves 
ducting costs.
Today's construction and environmental requirements demand 
ventilation hoods which meet these requirements. Recirculating 
hoods are energy-efficient as warm air remains inside the room and 
at the same time support a good climate in the room.  A pro to 
this option is that it can be installed in any type of kitchen.

Expert advice
Selecting the right ventilation hood depends on many factors. Your 
Miele dealer or local Miele Experience Center will be happy to assist 
you. Information on models, planning advice and locating a dealer 
near you is available by visiting www.mieleusa.com.



DA 2620 ventilation hood
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Protecting the environment: 
This brochure is printed on paper bleached without the use of 
chlorine.

Miele, Inc. 
9 Independence Way 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
 
800.843.7231 
mieleusa.com

Visit one of Miele's Experience Centers:
Beverly Hills
Boca Raton
Chicago
Dallas
Manhattan
Princeton
San Francisco
Scottsdale
Seattle
Tysons Corner
Wellesley
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